Abstract: Realizing dynamics in the optical layer is becoming more important for efficient optical communication networks such as protection switching in the optical domain or reconfiguring the optical layer to meet traffic fluctuations. This paper experimentally investigates gain offset changes under dynamic optical switching using feedforward-controlled wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) automatic gain control erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). Realistic optical switching scenarios are emulated by resolving dynamic routing and wavelength assignment problems. The experimental results demonstrate that channel intensity changes with optical switching and that the intensity changes accumulate as the number of cascaded EDFAs increases. Considering a gain model in wavelength assignment can successfully reduce the channel intensity changes by up to 0.7 dB after five cascaded EDFAs. Effects of gain spectral hole burning on the intensity changes are also discussed.
Introduction
Agile and reconfigurable wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) optical communication network systems are becoming more important for achieving low cost and energy efficiency, such as protection switching in optical domain or reconfiguring the optical layer to meet traffic fluctuations [1] - [3] . In these systems, optical or wavelength channel paths are dynamically established or deleted according to traffic demands. Such dynamic optical-switching operations change the allocations of wavelengths, as well as the total optical power in each optical link. Consequently, the input conditions of optical amplifiers on the link are dynamically changed; and thus suppressing gain changes in optical amplifiers due to the input changes is one of the most essential technologies enabling such dynamic and agile optical path switching network systems. To maintain a constant gain for arbitrary input wavelength conditions, the use of automatic gain control (AGC) erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) is needed.
However, even with a perfect implementation of fast electronic gain control, WDM AGC EDFAs still suffer from two kinds of gain changes under dynamic optical switching. The first gain change is an optical surge resulting from the intrinsic transient response of EDFAs such as overshoot and undershoot [4] - [6] . To suppress such gain transients, various promising technologies have been proposed and experimentally demonstrated [7] - [14] . We have also shown that a fast electrical feed-forward control can significantly reduce fast gain transients without oscillatory responses under a condition of cascading EDFAs. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that a fast variable optical attenuator (VOA) can help suppress accumulated transients [15] , [16] .
The second gain change is a gain offset that originates from gain spectrum ripples and a dependence of the gain flatness on input wavelength allocations caused by the gain spectral hole burning (GSHB) effect due to homogeneous and inhomogeneous gain saturation [6] , [17] , [18] , [22] - [25] . Although gain offset has been commonly recognized as a significant phenomenon, detailed experimental investigations on its behavior under a condition of dynamic optical switching have not been reported to date. So far, gain offsets have been addressed on a case-by-case basis because optical paths have been operated statically rather than dynamically. Comprehensive investigations of gain offsets during dynamic optical switching and methods of suppression must be developed to realize dynamic optical switching and efficient optical communication systems.
In this paper, we experimentally investigate the gain offsets under a condition of dynamic optical switching. To emulate practical wavelength-switching scenarios, we resolve routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problems with randomly generated dynamic wavelength demands, and we examine five different policies of wavelength assignment. Gain offset behaviors are experimentally investigated with the obtained wavelength-switching scenarios. Experimental results show that the assignment policy considering a gain model can reduce the effect of the gain offsets by 5-15% (0.3-0.7 dB) after five cascaded EDFAs. This paper extends our previous work in [19] by providing additional experimental results and discussions about the effects of GSHB and presenting comprehensive formulations of the RWA. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly explains the principle of the gain offset in AGC EDFAs. Section 3 describes the characteristics of a feedforward-controlled AGC EDFA used in our experiments and presents a simple model of the gain behavior. Though the gain model does not take into account the GSHB effect, the effect is experimentally evaluated in Section 3. Section 4 describes the dynamic RWA algorithm and the assignment results as the obtained switching scenarios. Section 5 demonstrates the experiments of evaluating the EDFA offsets with dynamic optical switching. Following the conclusion in Section 6, detailed formulations used in the dynamic RWA are provided in the Appendix.
Principle of the Gain Offset
AGC EDFAs dynamically adjust the pump power to maintain a constant gain by monitoring total input and output powers. For a single-channel input, an AGC EDFA can achieve a constant target gain G T for any wavelength with a feedback control. However, because of residual gain ripples, the gain offset can occur in WDM input conditions, as shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1(a) , all of the WDM channels are input to the EDFA and the target gain G T is achieved on average. In Fig. 1(b) , only three channels are input and the target gain G T is also achieved on average since the AGC adjusts the pump power with a feedback control. However, according to the gain spectrum for WDM input, the three channels experience smaller gain than other channels. As a result, the three channels experience larger gain in the condition of the three channels input [see Fig. 1(b) ] than in that of WDM input [see Fig. 1(a) ]. This offset originates from the residual gain ripples due to imperfections in the gain equalizing (GEQ) filter.
A simple mathematical expression of this gain behavior is given aŝ
whereĝð i Þ represents the gain experienced by the wavelength i 2 f 1 ; . . . ; n g when a wavelength set f 1 ; . . . ; n g is input to the EDFA, and gð i Þ represents the gain experienced by the wavelength i when all of the WDM channels are input to the EDFA. In addition to imperfections in the GEQ filter, the GSHB causes further gain errors because it changes the gain curve according to the input wavelength conditions. In (1), for simplicity, the GSHB effect is not considered.
3. Gain Offset in a WDM AGC EDFA With a Fast Electrical Feedforward Control 3.1. Characteristics of the EDFA Used in this Paper Fig. 2 shows the features of the WDM AGC EDFA used in this paper. The configuration is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The EDFA employs single-stage 980-nm forward pumping. A fast electrical feedforward control and a relatively slow feedback control are implemented to suppress the instantaneous gain transients and to avoid oscillatory responses at the same time [15] . The gain, noise figure, input optical power range, operation wavelength range, and gain flatness are specified as ≥ 20 dB, ≤ 7 dB, −23 to −4 dBm, 1530 to 1560 nm, and ≤ ±1 dB, respectively. The EDFA has a GEQ filter to flatten the gain spectrum. The gain characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . The gain curve for WDM input indicates that the residual gain ripple of this EDFA is approximately 0.6 dB. In the gain curve for single-channel input, the gain for 1530-1540 nm wavelengths is decreased by approximately 0.7 dB. The EDFA is mainly controlled with feedforward and the pump power is determined based on the input optical power rather than the output optical power. Hence the pump power does not increase enough to compensate for the GSHB effect for the input wavelength range of 1530 to 1540 nm. The fast variable optical attenuator (VOA) at the output side enhances the suppression of the instantaneous transients caused by fast optical switching [15] , [20] . The fast VOA does not affect the gain-offset characteristics. The noise figure of ≤ 7 dB is in a common range for commercially available WDM EDFAs and the degradation of the noise figure or OSNR due to the optical couplers for power monitoring, the fiber delay line, and the VOA is marginal. The delay caused by the fiber delay line for adjusting the timing is negligible for the use of long-haul transmission. [7] , [27] and (b) gain curves of the EDFA for WDM input and singlewavelength input.
Gain Modeling
As shown in Fig. 2(b) , the feedforward-controlled AGC EDFA used here does not achieve a constant target gain for single wavelength input, unlike the feedback-controlled AGC EDFAs that were explained in Section 2. According to this difference, we modify (1) to express our EDFA asĝ
where g S ð j Þ represents the gain experienced by the wavelength j when only j is input to the EDFA. We use g S ð j Þ instead of G T , which represents the gain curve for single-wavelength input in feedback-controlled AGC EDFAs as well as the target gain. In (2), we assume that the gain spectrum is not modified by the input wavelength change, as shown in Fig. 3 . The gain spectrum is indeed modified according to the input wavelength conditions because of wavelength-dependent saturation or GSHB. Despite this, we will show that a wavelengthassignment policy based on this simple model without considering the GSHB effect can reduce the effects of the gain offsets under a condition of dynamic wavelength switching. This model can be easily modified for other EDFAs.
Experimental Evaluation of the Gain Model
Fig . 4 shows the experimental setup for evaluating the gain model in (2) . Twelve wavelengths are continuously input to the EDFA; we call these surviving channels. Four wavelengths are intermittingly input to the EDFA with a 1 Â 2 optical switch to emulate an operation of dynamic optical switching; we call these aggressive channels. The channel power was set to −23 dBm/ ch; the total output power of EDFA is about +10 dBm when all aggressive channels are ON and about +9dBm when all aggressive channels are OFF. Examples of measured waveforms shown in the inset of Fig. 4 illustrate that the surviving channel suffers a gain change during the time the aggressive channel is on. We measured the surviving channel gain changes for four wavelength allocation patterns: (i) short, (ii) shorter center, (iii) longer center, and (iv) long, as shown in Table 1 . Fig. 5 shows the measurement results (cross marks) and the corresponding calculated results (circle marks) based on the gain model in (2) . The vertical axis, the offset of a wavelength , is given by P Aon ðÞ=P Aoff ðÞ, where P Aon ðÞ and P Aoff ðÞ represent the EDFA output power or gain of wavelength during the time the aggressive channels are on and off, respectively. In Fig. 5 , the calculated results are in accordance with the measured results for wavelength channels longer than 1540 nm. It is well known that the gain curve of an EDFA is drastically modified near 1530 nm due to the GSHB effect [18] . In particular, for the wavelength allocation patterns of (iii) longer center and (iv) long, the calculated results agree with the measured results for all 12 surviving channels including the channels shorter than 1540 nm. By contrast, for the wavelength allocation patterns of (i) short and (ii) shorter center, which typically suffer from the large GSHB effect, the gain changes for the surviving channels shorter than 1540 nm were much larger when measured than when calculated. This discrepancy is considered to derive from the gain spectrum changes because of the GSHB effect, which is not taken into account in the gain model of (2). While we have evaluated various other wavelength allocations, numbers of wavelengths, and channel powers, similar trends as shown in Fig. 5 were observed. In particular, experimental results using single surviving channel and multiple aggressive channels, which is one of the worst-case scenarios, were shown in [26] .
Dynamic Routing and Wavelength Assignment
To generate practical wavelength-switching scenarios, we resolve RWA problems with randomly generated dynamic wavelength demands. Fig. 6 shows a flowchart of the assignment. First, after the establishment demand set D est and deletion demand set D del arrive, the wavelength resources used by the deletion demands are released (deletion operation). Second, wavelength resources are assigned to the establishment demands (establishment operation). Then the next establishment/deletion demand sets arrive, and the deletion and establishment operations are repeated.
In the establishment operation, we resolve optimum resource assignment problems formulated based on link integer linear programming (ILP) [21] . The object function is set to minimize the wavelength resources used to accommodate the given establishment demands. The following five wavelength assignment policies are considered as long as the necessary wavelength resources are not increased.
1. Long: Assign as long wavelengths in the range of operation wavelengths as possible. 2. Short: Assign as short wavelengths in the range of operation wavelengths as possible. 3. Center: Assign as center wavelengths in the range of operation wavelengths as possible. 4 . Random: Assign wavelengths randomly. 5. MinDiff: Assign wavelengths as small difference between g S ðÞ and gðÞ as possible. The MinDiff policy considers the EDFA gain characteristics to suppress the effect of the gain offsets, while the calculation complexity is the same as the others because of the simple gain model. The detailed formulations are provided in the Appendix.
We employed a 3 Â 3 regular mesh network topology where each link has one duplex fiber. The number of wavelengths per fiber was set to 16. The wavelength allocation was set to be equally spaced on the ITU-T grid from 1533.465 nm to 1557.363 nm. Wavelength conversions were not considered. We generated two traffic patterns: a light traffic pattern and a heavy traffic pattern, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 . The horizontal axis represents the number of iterations where one iteration means a set of operations consisting of an arrival of demand sets, a deletion operation, and an establishment operation as shown in Fig. 6 . A demand set D est is generated for each iteration. Traffic demands for each iteration (that is, elements of D est ) were set to be uniformly distributed among node pairs and generated between each node pair following a Poisson distribution. The connection holding time was set to follow a negative exponential distribution.
We used IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio 12.3 to solve the ILP. Fig. 9 shows the examples of the obtained wavelength path establishment/deletion sequences on a link for the two traffic patterns with the Random policy and the MinDiff policy. In the assignments, blocking (call loss) did not occur since the wavelength resources are enough to accommodate all of the demands. Using these results, we experimentally examine the wavelength dependence of the effects of the EDFA gain offsets, as described in the next section. 
Experimental Evaluation of the Gain Offset With Practical Wavelength Selective Switching Scenarios

Experiments
The experimental setup to investigate the EDFA gain offsets under dynamic optical switching is shown in Fig. 10 . We used five WDM AGC EDFAs to examine a cascaded condition. The input level of each wavelength channel to the EDFAs was set to −21 dBm/ch. The optical attenuators (ATTs) between the EDFAs emulated either spans or node losses. We used 16 tunable lasers. The wavelengths were set from 1533.465 nm to 1557.363 nm, equally spaced on the ITU-T grid, the same as the wavelength allocation used in the RWA in Section 4. A wavelength selective switch (WSS) was used for switching wavelengths and controlled according to the obtained wavelength-switching scenarios. Control commands for switching wavelengths were sent to the WSS with 1100 ms interval time. The average connection holding time in this experiment is about several seconds, which is much shorter than that in practical optical communication networks. However, the time of several seconds is much longer than the response time of EDFA and is enough long for evaluating EDFA offset.
Results and Discussion
Some of the obtained waveforms are shown in Fig. 11 . The vertical axis of each figure is intensity normalized by the maximum measured intensity during the whole measurement time for To evaluate the results in a statistical way, we counted the appearance frequency of the normalized intensity in each waveform with measurement intervals of 100 ms. Fig. 12 shows histograms of the normalized intensity for the case of the light traffic pattern with the Random policy. The spreads of the histograms represent the deviations of normalized channel intensity. Fig. 12 clearly shows that the channel intensity deviations after five EDFAs are larger than those after one EDFA, that is, the influence of the gain offsets accumulates.
The waveform of (c) in Fig. 11 suffers from slightly larger intensity deviations than that of (d). In addition, the calculated waveform is more in accordance with the measured waveform of Ch. 8 [(f) in Fig. 11 ] than of Ch.1 [(e) in Fig. 11 ]. Fig. 13 shows the normalized channel intensity distribution vs. wavelength channels observed with the light traffic pattern after five EDFAs. Regarding the MinDiff policy shown in Fig. 13(a) , wavelength channels 1 and 2 experience larger intensity deviations than other channels. This occurs because the short wavelength channels have small differences between the gain for single-channel input ½g S ðÞ and the gain for WDM input ½gðÞ; however, the gain offset the channel actually experiences can be large as implied in Fig. 5 . This discrepancy is caused by the fact that the gain model does not take into account the gain spectrum change because of the GSHB effect. Fig. 14 shows the cumulative distributions of the observed intensity deviations. The five solid lines in each graph show the five wavelength assignment policies after five EDFAs, respectively. The two dashed lines in each graph show the Random policy and the MinDiff policy after one EDFA. The MinDiff policy offers the smallest deviations among the five policies. In addition, the MinDiff policy provides almost the same performance between the light traffic pattern (a) and the heavy traffic pattern (b), while the other policies have larger deviations in the light traffic pattern than in the heavy traffic pattern. Large gain changes tend to occur with large changes of EDFA input. The amount of the EDFA input change can be determined with the proportion of the number of newly established/deleted channels to that of the existing channels. Accordingly, the heavy traffic pattern experience relatively smaller changes of EDFA input than the light traffic pattern. So, the light traffic pattern generally suffers from larger gain changes, as shown in Fig. 14 . However, since we have higher flexibility of wavelength assignment with the light traffic pattern than with the heavy traffic pattern, the MinDiff policy can eliminate the gain change on the light traffic pattern by considering the EDFA gain characteristics compared to the other policies.
The deviations after five EDFAs are 10-15% larger than those after one EDFA. The difference between the Random and the MinDiff policy is also larger after five EDFAs than after one EDFA. The MinDiff policy can reduce the gain deviations by 5 to 15%, namely, 0.3-0.7 dB, after cascading five EDFAs compared with the other policies. The reduction effect will become more significant as the number of cascaded EDFAs increases. It is not easy to determine the allowable range for the gain deviation; since it depends on the design of entire network systems. However, to operate agile and dynamic optical switching networks, a large gain change which occurs even less frequently should be avoided and the average gain deviation would need to be suppressed as much as possible.
Here we would like to note that the statistical graphs of Figs. 12-14 consider only the time when the wavelength channel is on. In other words, two types of period are excluded: 1) when the wavelength channel is off and 2) during the transition of the optical switch when the wavelength channels between on and off. In the experiments, instantaneous transients were not observed since the switch speed of the WSS is much slower than the EDF response, and the EDFA we used here can effectively suppress the transients as evaluated in [16] .
Conclusion
The gain offset of a WDM AGC EDFA with fast electrical feedforward control has been experimentally investigated under a condition of dynamic optical switching. Practical wavelength switching scenarios were generated by resolving dynamic RWA problems with two traffic patterns (a light and a heavy traffic pattern), and five wavelength assignment policies are examined: 1. Long, 2. Short, 3. Center, 4. Random, and 5. MinDiff. Dynamic changes of optical channel intensities were observed with dynamic wavelength switching because of the EDFA offset. Larger intensity deviations were observed after five EDFAs than after one EDFA; the effects of the EDFA offset accumulated. Larger intensity deviations were observed in the cases of the light traffic pattern than the heavy traffic pattern. The MinDiff policy, which considers a simple gain model, could provide the smallest channel intensity deviations among the five assignment policies. Since the gain model did not take into account the gain spectrum change caused by the GSHB, larger intensity deviations were observed for shorter wavelengths than for long wavelengths with the MinDiff policy. Even so, the MinDiff policy could successfully reduce the gain offsets by 5-15%, namely 0.3-0.7 dB, compared with the other policies, after five cascaded EDFAs. Because of its simple gain model, the MinDiff policy did not increase the computation complexity or computing time relative to the other policies. Future work may evaluate effects of dynamic optical channel intensity changes on system performances such as bit error rate or optical signal to noise ratio and clarify allowable ranges of the intensity changes to achieve a certain system performance.
Appendix
The detailed formulation of the establishment operation in the dynamic RWA used in Section 4 is described below. We formulated the problem by modifying the link ILP formulation shown in [21] to apply dynamic demands. Set of fibers output from the node v i 2 V . W Weight for the wavelength , which is determined depending on the wavelength assignment policies that are described below.
O e
Indicator for the wavelength resource utilization: 1 if the wavelength 2 L in the fiber e 2 E has been utilized by other demands in previous iterations; 0 otherwise. 2) Decision variables: 
